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behalfof all SCAW donors, a great big thank
you to President Sultan and his team.

BANGLADESH: DECEMBER 3 - 8, 1996: 3,000 BEDKITS
BY CLARENCEDEYOUNG
HALIFAX,NOVASCOTIA

After cancelled flights, lost luggage, a threat
of cyclones, a last -second aborted take off
in Bangkok, and some 6,000 requests to
hachos (smile), Christmas arrived early for
3,000 five-to-ten-year olds in Bangladesh.
Initially, these beautiful children are afraid
ofus because we look different than they do,
we talk differently and most of us are bigger
than they are; but once they get their hands
on the bedkits, they are all smiles. What a
good feeling we team members get from
seeing the children so excited. Thank you,
donors, for giving me this opportunity.

For those of you who receive pictures from
a distribution site called Savar, you will
notice the home made signs which the Rotary
Club ofDhaka put together for us on short
notice because our luggage got lost -- and
guess where our signs were? Fortunately,
our luggage showed up the next day. What
started off as a bit of a mixed up trip, (about
six hours before we were to leave Toronto,
we got a call to sayour flight from Amsterdam
to Dhaka was cancelled because of political
reasons), ended up being very successful.

Team member Anup Bhattacharya became
Mr. Mom (wiping away both tears and runny
noses), Joe Vet quickly became the
entertainment for the children, and Gord and
Marion Sherwin were the official auditors,
counting and pulling labels and blue tickets.
Blue tickets were given as authorization for
the children to obtain clothes, and to get
dressed up, then to get their pictures taken
and finally get a bedkit, at which time the
blue ticket is finally taken from the child.

This year's bedkit was one of the best that
I have seen, plus every item but one was

made right there in Bangladesh. We had the
opportunity tovisit the small cottage industry
where the coloured, stripped sheets were
made. What an experience ! This was a small
factory set up right at a gentleman's house.
The family works about 15 hours a day and
we learned that it takes approximately four
hours to make one sheet. This family operated
business included Mom, Dad and children
as young as eight working the equipment. I
even got some spools ofyarn to bring home.

Notto be forgotten memories of the trip that
pop into my mind when 1close my eyes at
night include: asix-year-old girlwith beautiful
eyes who came to me after she got her bedkit
and in almost perfect English said, "I love
you!", the hundreds of children carrying
their bedkits on their heads walking to a boat
for theirreturn trip three hours up the river,
and the little boy missing his front teeth who
was so happy with only the shirt and shorts
set, that we had to go and find him to get his
picture taken and give him the rest of his
bedkit. If only we could learn to be so happy
with so little.

Our overseas volunteers as well as our hosts
in Dhaka were the Rotary Club of Dhaka
under the direction of president, Sultan
Ralunan. They did a fantastic job of putting
the bedkit together, selecting the children,
organizing the distributions and taking care
of every detail along the way. It is worth
mentioning that our overseas volunteers
also go through great personal expense to
pull off these distributions on SCAW's
behalf. Because every cent of the $30 must
go into the bedkit, these volunteers also pay
out of their own pockets for warehousing,
transportation of the bedkits from the
warehouse to the distribution sites,
packaging material, transportation for the
team while we are there, lunches, etc. On

BY MARION SHERWIN
COBOURG, ONTARIO

Checking the guide book, I read that early
December in Dhaka, Bangladesh would be
cool and that itwas a time of cyclones. Afew
days later, in fact the day of our departure for
the SCA W distribution in Bangladesh, 1
heard on CBC that cyclones were
approaching that country. Also, within
minutes the telephone rang and the travel
agent told us that KLM flights to Dhaka
were cancelled due to a political situation.

On a SCA W experience there are always
troubles of some nature. Clarence Deyoung,
our veteran team leader, phoned to say we
could make it by switching air lines -- so of
course we did. Because of this, something
happened which helped me relate to the
children ofBangladesh. Our bags were lost
temporarily. I had to remain in the same
clothes for four days and nights, with
nothing else to wear, nothing clean or fresh.
At distribution sites we saw children in
similar conditions. One day we took pictures
of a group of children just as they were when
they arrived. Volunteers then dressed them
in the new clothing from the bedkits and
they were ready to be photographed, now
feeling so happy with their new outfits and
possessions.

Our distribution was organized by the Rotary
Club ofDhaka under the excellent leadership
of their president, Sultan Ralunan, with
Rotarians, Rotaracts, Inner Wheel, Scouts,
Guides, parents and teachers. Their
assistance here is the final step. They finish
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(Bangladesh by Marion Sherwin -
continued from page 1)

what was started by the donors and the
volunteers in Canada and other countries.
We travelling volunteers then have the joy
of seeing and experiencing the task
completed.

Anup Bhattacharya speaks Bengali, which
greatly assisted us in the distributions! He
not only gave clear directions to the children,
in their own language, but he comforted
them with endearing words, even wiped
their tears and runny noses.

Donors, you should see how happy the
travelling volunteers become, when among
three thousand labels, the name of a friend,
a church group or a Rotary that we know
comes up. We call outto each other, "Look
at that label, that's my boss ... or that's the
U.C.W. that I spoke to -- or that's the man
who works forme." Through all this Clarence
smiles and carefully takes the pictures.

Unfortunately, the poor are always with us.
Many more in many countries are waiting for
some token of comfort ... a positive way of
showing our love for humanity.

BY GORD SHERWIN
COBOURG, ONTARIO

While writing some reflections of this trip, it
is difficult to realize that so much happened
since we arrived a week ago. Threethousand
bedkits to very deserving and needy children
were delivered over a six-day period in and
around the city ofDhaka.

The bedkits were of excellent quality,
assembled and prepared for distribution by
Rotariansfrom the Dhaka Rotary Club under
the leadership of Club President, Sultan
Rahmanand his committee. The items in the
kit were of the best quality that I have seen
on any SCA W distribution.

Our travelling team soon developed a
smooth working unit. With the help of
Rotaracts, Rotarian volunteers, Boy Scouts,
Girl Guides and community workers, we were
able to put three thousand kids in comfortable
beds which will give them the chance to get
a good nights sleep and the strength to face
the next day. There are many children in this
land who face a bleak existence every day of
their lives, and all the people who donated

a bedkit to them can be secure that these
children's lives are a little better because of
this generosity.

It has been a great privilege to have been
able to play a small part in this program, to
be able to see the expressions on the
children's faces after they have been through
a long wait to get their pictures taken and at
last to have received a bedkit.

One scene that stood out was a line of
children balancing their bedkits on their
heads, making their way across a low area to
get to the boat that took them home to their
village somewhere on the river system.

BYANUPBHATTACHARYA
AGINCOURT, ONTARIO

We had a great SCAW team with each
memberplaying an important role in his/her
own unique way. Clarence, our team leaderl
photographer, with his incredible skills, not
only accepted unsolicited ideas from the
team but at other times also asked us for our
input. I admired thatverymuch. Joe handed
out the bedkits with a smile for every child.
He was also noted for his ability to motivate
the children by getting them to chant
"Helloooo Canada" and "We love Canada".
That helped to settle the children down
when they began to get restless. Gord and
Marion methodically kept track of the donor
labels and the child count. I helped to seat
the children for the photographs and I was
also the translator ofBengali, the language
of Bangladesh.

Because of our limited quantities there
unfortunately were a number of children
who did not receive a bedkit while their
schoolmates and friends received them. It
was very difficult to explain the situation as
most children their age would find our excuse
nonsensical. Sometimes we gave those who
did not receive a bedkit a pen, a souvenir pin
or a picture sticker -- that was better than
nothing at all. Gord and Marion saved the
day a couple of times by handing out
souvenir pins to those children who did not
receive bedkits. I wish we had more bedkits
to distribute as the need is so very great in
Bangladesh.

One thing that troubled me was with the
children who had vision problems. One girl
who looked as though she was shy was

really trying to conceal her face. When I
finally caught a glimpse of her, I noticed her
eyes were clouded over. I was told that she
was slowly losing the sight in both of her
eyes. There were a number of other children
who also had similar problems. They have
limited access to medical attention and can
be a burden to their family. Unfortunately
for these impoverished children their future
is bleak with very few opportunities. Some
will be forced to fend for themselves by
begging on the streets for food or money.

I'd like to acknowledge the work the Rotary
Club of Dhaka has done to help make our
distribution a success. They did everything
from sourcing and packaging the items in
the bedkits to organizing and transporting
the children to the distribution site, and
even fed the children at their own expense.

I would like our donors to know there were
smiles of appreciation on the children' s faces
when they received their bedkits. Ina small
way your contributions have made a huge
difference in the lives of many Bangladeshi
children.

BYJOEVET
OAKVILLE, ONTARIO

We travelled from Toronto to Dhaka,
Bangladesh in 36 hours. After a few
cancellations, re-scheduling of flights and
some long waits, we finally made ittoDhaka.

We were greeted by the Rotary volunteers
who also brought us to the hotel. Our
distribution started the next morning, and
for the next six days we handed out 3,000
bedkits. What a fulfilling week! A lot of
thanks goes to the Rotary members, their
wives, the Girl Guides, Boy Scouts, Interact
and Rotaract members. SultanRahman did
a fantastic job as co-ordinator and was a
constant companion on our daily trips.

Every one of the 3,000 children were
deserving of the gifts of the bedkits. I
stepped into the role of handling the children
after their photos were taken and spent
some time with them. To see the children's
eyes light up when they were handed the
bundles was a memory we'll never forget.
Thanks again SCA W donors foryour much
appreciated support. Also, thanks to
Clarence, Gord and Marion, and Anup for
making this trip a great success.
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COLOMBIA: DECEMBER 3 - 12, 1996: 3,500 BEDKITS
BY KEN GRAHAM that never did leave and then were sent to year-old son. These guys put all the pieces
HJLLSBURGH ONTARIO another destination by air. We then had a of the puzzles together in Colombia.

, one-and-a-half-hourtaxiridetoouroriginal Personally, 1 will hold these three men in
Colombia-alandofexceptionalbeautyand destination through coffee and banana most high regard for the rest of my life.)
climate, with exceptional caring people plantationsoverwindingnarrowroads. Our
organizing the SCA W bedkit distribution. 'drivers' seemed to rely a great deal on faith
Thanks must first be given to the Canadian that there would be no one coming around
Travelling Volunteers. the mountain curves from the other direction.

Lorraine Graves who volunteers full time at
the SCA W office, was invaluable on this
trip. Lorraine knows what is needed for
pictures, etc., and is very kind and gentle
with the children.

Todd Petkovich, was a first time volunteer
and he was the workhorse of our team. Todd
is big and strong, and these beds are heavy,
He carried most of them out to the street for
the mothers and children. Thanks, Todd!
JimAhrens was another first -timer. Jim is 22
and is 6'6" tall. It was great to see the way
he and the children related to each other. 1
guess they "looked up" to him. As this was
my first time as team leader and my first time
to Colombia, this team was what made the
task possible.

Three other people must also be given credit.
They are Manuel Arias, a Torontonian who
was raised in Colombia. Manuel did the
communications before the distribution and
was our interpreter. The two people he
worked with were Didier HiguertaandMario
Escobar. These men arranged for the
manufacture, transportation and distribution
of the bedkits. It's incredible the amount of
personal time and expense these two men
contributed to the distribution process in
Colombia. Thanks!

The people of Colombia are a very beautiful
race with their copper complexion, black hair
and dark brown eyes. They sincerely
appreciate the help provided to them by the
many people who have donated these
bedkits. It is my feeling that if they had our
resources, they too would be donating
bedkits so other children could have a good
nights sleep.

1 hope you, as donors, remember the many
other volunteers at the SCA W office for
their contributions of time to produce labels,
send receipts, sort pictures, etc. Without
them, this program couldn't take place.

Experiences on a distribution are many and
varied. We waited at an airport for a flight

The highlight of emotional experience for me
came in Riosucio when Manuel, our
interpreter, said this one young boy wanted
to say something to me. 1would guess he
was about nine-years old. After he finished,
Manuel interpreted it as, "I ask God to bless
you for helping us poor children. " Times like
this give us a feeling that no material thing
can provide. This 1know was not meant for
only our team. but to all who participate in
SCA W - donors and volunteers alike.

BYTODDPETKOVICH
UXBRIDGE, ONTARIO

If you have ever donated a bedkit, please
follow these instructions. Look into your
nearest mirror, observe the reflection and
smile. 1mean, really smile. Be proud of the
person you see. Your gift didn't solve all the
problems in the world, or put every kid to
bed, or stop poverty, but it helped. You put
one less-fortunate child in a comfortable
bed; and one is much better than none. Puff
your chest out and be proud. I'm not thanking
you, for your thanks will come from your
inner soul. That's why you should feel good
about what you've done. Okay, now stop
staring at those pearly whites and find a
comfortable chair, relax and let me try and
express. the emotions that 1 felt and
experienced on your behalf.

As the first morning in Armenia, Colombia
approached, my anxiety level escalated.
What was 1doing here? 1miss my wife and
children, should 1even be here? We haven't
even started yet, and a million things are
going through my mind.

Ken Grahamand Lorraine Graves get set up
with incredible ease. It's pretty obvious that
they're seasoned veterans. Still 1sense that
their anxiety levels are also elevated. Manuel
Arias and Jimmy Ahrens are on route from
Manizales. WhoareMario, DidierandJuan?
(As it turns out, these are the Colombian
work horses, and Juan is Didier's thirteen-

Now it's time to get busy. Ken and Lorraine
are ready to get started. My job is to hand
out the bedkits to the children and parents.

We start. Then, mayhem sets in. Ken and
Lorraine shut down the distribution and
reorganize. We start again, and there's
mayhem once more. 1 watch with great
interest and admiration as Ken and Lorraine
put it all back together and start a third time.
All is under control. These two are pros!

1 was handing out about my twenty-fifth
bedkit when a mother put her arms around
me andkissed me smackonthe lips. "Muchos
gracias, Senor." 1 nodded. A short time
later as 1put the bedkits down 1looked into
the eyes of a beautiful young girl about
seven years old. She was beaming with
excitement and happiness. She grabbed me
by the face and pulled me towards her. 1
received another large kiss smack on the
lips, followed by words of gratitude. As 1
stood upa tear rolled down my cheek. (And,
as I'm writing this 1 still dwell upon these
memories which 1 will never forget.) 1
continue giving out bedkits while in a bit of
a fog. Thoughts are running through my
head. 1 feel good -- no, 1 feel great!
Throughout the distribution of the thirty-
five hundred bedkits, 1 experience every
emotion humanly possible: joy, sadness,
disbelief, exuberance and everything in
between. Not only do 1 experience these
emotions, but 1feel them in each and every
child. 1am there for You, the donor. Weare
the distributors of your loving gift. 1 am
there because of fate, and to answer my
earlier question; you're darn right, 1should
be there helping. This isn't about politics or
governments, this ascends way beyond any
man made ideology: this is about human
love from the heart and soul -- your love.
Feel happy that love like this still exists in our
world. Allow that tear of happiness to roll
down your cheek Enjoy the feeling, and
don't ever forget it. 1 know 1 won't. God
bless you all!

P.S. To my team members--Iwouldgoto the
ends of the earth to serve with you again.
You all hold a special place in my heart. God
bless, and 1 love all of you!

(continued on page 4)
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(Colombia - continued from page 3)

BY JIM AHRENS
EXETER, ONTARIO

This being my first bedkit distribution with
the SCA W program, I didn't really know
what to expect. I was surprised to see what
the program meant to the people of Colombia.

My first day in Armenia, I arrived [at the
distribution site] to find a swarm of people
around a school gate. This was our first
bedkit distribution, and while handing out
bedkits over the next two hours, I received
many "Mu ehas gracias, Senor, "as well as
akiss from a little girl. Wow, what a way to
start the day!

My next most memorable visit was to
Manizales where I became friends with a
very young boy. This young boy was not
to receive a bedkit, but he sat quietly all
afternoon waiting to see if there was an extra.
At the end of the distribution there were no
extras, just like the previous days. But the
difference was made by the lady who was in
charge of the distribution, MariaElena, when
she arranged to get one for this young boy.
This put a smile on both his face and mine.

One of our next destinations was in San
Lorenzo, at a priest's house. We were nearing
the end of the day, and the cutest little
blonde-haired girl was waiting with others to
get her photo taken. I had been carrying
some suckers with me for my breaks, and
decided to give her one. This sucker put a
smile on her face that no picture could give
justice to - it lit up the whole courtyard. This
made me feel so great that something so
small could make such a difference.

My experience with SCA W in delivering
these bedkits to the people of Colombia, was
one I will never forget. I hope that I will be
able to make another trip, and that it will be
as successful as this one was to me.

NEXT SCHEDULED
DISTRIBUTION TRIPS

INDIA & SRI LANKA
JANUARY & MARCH 1997

10,000 BEDKITS
500 LAYETTES

BY LORRAINE GRAVES
ISLINGTON, ONTARIO

This Christmas, 3,500 precious children in
Colombia will sleep in a lot more comfort
because of the caring of so many
extraordinary people. They sleep snuggled
on a colourful, firm mattress which is placed
on wooden slats on a strong angle iron bed
frame. They will wear new pyjamas, and be
covered with a beautiful warm blanket, and
their heads will rest on their very own pillow.
All the Colombian bedkit items were of top
quality and were made in Salamina. I salute
you, the donors, for giving this gift ofa safe,
secure sleep.

Two very extraordinary men, MarioEscobar
and Didier Higuerta, of the Kiwanis Club of
Salamina organized our '96 distribution.
Their dedication and commitment to
SCAW's program was evident each day.
Ten distribution sites had been carefully
chosen and each site was organized by a
different group. Our first day was organized
by the Rotary Club of Armenia and a newly
formed group called the 20-30 Club. Each
following day a new group took over -- The
Rotary Clubs of Chinchina and Anserma,
Maria Elena and the wonderful Sisters in
Manizales, the women in Riosucio (Damas
de La Caridady, the priest in La Merced -- all
exceptional people.

I met many extraordinary people on this
distribution -- the 83-year-old nun in
Manizales who inspired us all, the many
physically challenged children who were
carried to the distribution sites, the children
who gratefully gave me hugs, a small boy,
Fernando, who waited so patiently hoping
to receive a bedkit, Maria Elena and Gladys
for their commitment to help those who have
so little. I am humbled by their presence.

It was an honour to share this SCA W
experience with so many extraordinary
people: our donors, our volunteers at home
and abroad, and my team mates, Ken, Todd,
Jim and Manuel. Tonight, 3,500 children in
Colombia sleep in comfort. On their behalf,
I thank you!

Murray DrydenDivision [Hockey] schedule.
Their president, Mr. Michael Mossington
has just brought in the usual entrance fee of
$3,000, covering 100 players registered in
the League. This in turn provides a like
number of beds for bedless children. The
League schedule covers 28 games -- one per
week, plus playoffs and a banquet. It has
been a fabulously successful operation and
we are happy to share it's secrets! To date,
through these entrance fees, bedkits
have been provided for 800 children.

Over the years many fertile fund raising
suggestions have come to our attention.

About a decade ago, one of our contributors
was employed as an office receptionist. She
experienced considerable foul language
emanating from visitors to her office area.

She created a most unique "swear box" with
the proceeds coming to SCA W. And it
works! Thisyear$180. wascollected--good
for six bedkits. Of course, we're not sure
about the "blue" air in her office space.

Important information -- SCA W's annual
contributions are shrinking! Do you have
any great ideas?

THANK YOU

MURRAYDRYDEN'S
MU SINGS
Today is December 21, 1996, the shortest
day ofthe year. We have just commenced
the 8thyearoftheHumber Valley Old Timers,

Agfa Canada Inc. for
donating the film for the
Bangladesh &Colombia trips

Black's Photography for
thephotofinishing

CoPRINT
111 Peter Street, Suite 123
Toronto, Ontario forthe
printing ofthis newsletter

Champion Photochemistry
Limited for supporting the
photofinishing

KayKelly,
Harry Keating and
Maurice Kowanetz
for publishing this newsletter
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